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Representations of Trauma, Memory and Loss of Holocaust 
Survivors and the Second Generation: A Sensorial Based 
Archive in an Australian Context. 
 
 
Research Question: Can hidden narratives sealed by trauma be re-experienced 
through art making and installation, through the use of memory and sensory 
strategies? 
 
Key Terms: Secrets, Trauma, Past/Present, Personal, the Sensorial, Objects, 
Memory/Memory Strategies, Gap/Void. 
 
Preamble: 
This journey is about trauma, hidden and otherwise. The discovery of an envelope of 
unseen documents and papers that initiates an understanding of the trauma that has 
seeped into consciousness over time. The narrative behaves as a connection, which 
helps to raise sensations into something that can be understood. The document has 
become part of a cathartic process, together with the work made in the studio. 
The document is both narrative and artmaking. Text itself provides a passage from 
memory through the senses through to the artwork and through text. 
 




The memories of ‘conscious’ are deeper than the ‘official’ historical texts and 
records. (Stoller quoted in Seremetakis 1994, p.109) 
 
Mnemonic sensory experience implies that the artefact bears within it layered 
commensal meanings. As a sensory form in itself, the artefact can provoke the 
emergence, the awakening of the layered memories, and thus the senses contained 
within it. The object invested with sensory memory speaks. (Seremetakis 1994, p.10) 
 
Journal Entry – 21st January 2015 
Day of the Dead 
Summer holidays. 
I wake up at 8.30am and reach for my phone. 
 
Text message at 6.30am. 
Dad is gone. 
 
Relief and disbelief. 
 
I am in control mode. 
I ring Alex and she comes home from work. 
 
I smoke copious amounts of cigarettes waiting for her and texting friends. 
 
She comes home, we eventually leave and arrive at the home he moved into a week 
ago. 
 
I am greeted by the director who conveys his condolences and leads me to my 
father’s room. 
I do not even hesitate to go in and see him. 
I close the door, alone with Dad. 
 
He looks so peaceful. 
The most relaxed I have ever seen him. 
 
Hot tears fall. 
I cannot stop looking at him. 
He made it to 94. 
He was determined, resilient. 
 
I chat with him and eventually open the door. 
I meet the men from the Chevra Kadisha. 
I want to know how they are going to look after him. 
They tell me, and I am satisfied. 
 
Alex asks to see Dad. 
She comes in and bursts into tears. 
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She is so mature and is pleased how peaceful Dad looks. 
 
We leave his room and the Chevra Kadisha go about their work. 
I smoke more cigarettes out in the garden. 
A trolley comes out. 
It is my father in a body bag. 
The situation is now taking on a surreal feeling. 
 
It is all happening too quickly, this business of death. 
 
I watch them as they place him in the van and drive away. 
I am regretful that I didn’t spend more time with him alone. 
We leave to start the long day of preparations… 
 
 
From the perspective of the lived experience of a child of a Holocaust survivor I 
have observed that representations of the Holocaust in traditional museums do not 
convey the trauma of second generation survivors. In my search to make sense of my 
father’s journey and lived experience, I find that the Holocaust is presented as a 
monolith of public/mass trauma. I am curious about my father’s story, and my own, 
in particular the effects of his personal trauma on both of us. 
Fig. 2 One of Dad’s papers with official Nazi stamp. 
His papers were hidden on his body throughout the voyage on the Dunera. 
Fuerst Archive. 
 
The history of the Holocaust is well documented, in a variety of ways. The depth and 
breadth of writings on the Holocaust is immense and diverse. When searching for 
meaning, the Holocaust can be analysed from a purely historical point of view. 
Additionally, critical thought, criminal justice, poetry, psychology, philosophy, 
anthropology and social thought provide methodologies augmented by visual 
documentation. Historians such as Alex Alvarez, (2001) for example, view the 
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Holocaust and genocide as a political crime. Alvarez’s background is not Jewish so 
his work provides a more universal insight into the human condition. Omer Bartov 
(2000) argues that indoctrination and propaganda played a major part in 
disseminating evil, motivating the German army to fight well and to commit 
genocide and crimes against humanity. This was the struggle to preserve Western 
civilisation as they saw it. ‘Industrialised killing’ became a new phenomenon 
perpetuating the notion that society and culture is constantly progressing (Bartrop & 
Jacobs 2011). Historians may present a broad perspective but this is not the approach 
I am interested in. 
 
My focus is personal. I investigate trauma while making art, and I use installation 
practice as a way to navigate embedded memory in an attempt to uncover troubling 
sensations. With an overarching desire to create a museum-style installation, that 
resonates with and reveals trauma, the context of the gallery is the most appropriate 
context for this endeavour. Contrasting traditional museums’ practice of presenting 
depersonalised artefacts accompanied by didactic explanations, my idea of a museum 
is to engage the viewer to gain a felt understanding of the actual experiences of 
victims and perpetrators. Traditionally, museums’ mission statements emphasise the 
importance of conservation and commemoration. A more recent approach, from 
museums such as the Jewish Museum in Berlin, prioritises the immersive and 
sensorial to reflect trauma and bring viewers a more personal experience. In fact the 
architect, Daniel Libeskind’s design approach is considered a complete change in 
direction. The way spaces draw out psychological complexities truly provide an 
immersive experience for the viewer. 1 MONA in Tasmania is another example of a 
museum presenting art works that are activated through the senses.2 Empathy 
 
 
1Terms such as ‘Memory Void’, an actual part of the museum, have been designed to evoke a 
physical and emotional response for the viewer as they are forced to physically participate in 
navigating their way through this space (and others) and encounter such art works as Shalechet (2001) 
by Menashe Kadishman. The viewer is forced to step onto the hundreds of metal faces that appear to 
be screaming, thrown onto the floor. Shalechet is the Hebrew word for ‘fallen’ or like ‘dead leaves’, 
referencing in the most dramatic way the innocent victims of the Holocaust and providing an unstable 
surface and discomfort for the viewer. http://new.menashekadishman.com/articles/shalechet-by- 
arturo-schwartz/#more-438 
 
2 Patrick Hill’s kinetic installation of drawers has the viewer walk up and down step ladders to open 
closed drawers that emit voices saying, ‘I love you’. The drawers contain little stories that link to the 
many different voices speaking yet saying the same thing. Having experienced this installation first- 
hand was a disquieting experience, of hearing things that felt like private conversations I should not 
be hearing. It was almost like a type of audio voyeurism. https://mona.net.au/blog/2017/08parts 
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juxtaposes sympathy to create an immersive experience. Although traditional 
museum formats serve an educational purpose, they run the risk of desensitising 
people to the actual trauma and evil caused by the Holocaust over generations. The 
viewing experience of the artefacts can create emotional distance rather than 
empathy; rather than identifying with those who suffered, with their individual 
experiences of pain and terror, viewing the objects traditionally presented can 
distance viewers from those who suffered. If they do not tell the personal stories of 
pain they lose their potency and ability to connect and warn audiences of the effects 
of genocide. 
 
As a daughter of a Holocaust survivor, traditional museum presentations do not 
answer my queries. They are blind to the effects of trauma and do little to recover 
lost memories. So, I have started with a private archive ( known throughout as 
‘Fuerst Archive’) given to me after my father’s death as a primary source, together 
with life writing, experimental curation of objects and multi-disciplinary methods, to 
construct a work to bring back what was lost and uncover what has been hidden. The 
works seek to flesh out my relationship with my father and explore how trauma 
impacted his life and in turn my own. The personal items are in strong contrast to the 
objects that are on display in a synagogue. They consist of personal objects, such as 
photographs and barbed wire remnants embedded with personal memories that are 
relevant to me. 3 
 
With a ubiquity of Holocaust images to draw from I resist using them. I see them and 
feel outrage because I don’t connect personally with them – they hide rather than 
reveal. The problem of how to visualise trauma starts from imagining how people 
felt then and how I sense my father’s archive now, rather than just presenting 
historical facts. To this end the personal story of my father and myself has inspired a 
methodology and use of mnemonic strategies. Documenting processes used to make 





3 The Jewish Museum in Vienna holds a large collection of Jewish objects from synagogues that were 
destroyed by the Nazis. These are all presented in large glass vitrines. These are not personal objects, 
rather they were used in religious ceremonies where the Jewish community of that area would 
congregate at their public place of worship, the Synagogue. http://www.jmw.at/en 
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have employed a ‘thinking through making’ approach to activate the sensorial, which 
plays an important and significant role when making art. 
 
Context and Background 
 
Journal Entry – 18th February 2015 
The Documents 
Stuart gave me all of Dad’s papers last night. 
A life in a bundle. 
In a white envelope - the one the bank gives you to store important documents. 
There are originals and copies. 
 
I handle them carefully, one by one. 
It’s so silly, I keep thinking about the conservation issues of what I am touching. 
They are like precious works – but not of art. 
More like captured moments in time. 
I have never seen them before. 
 
We all have our secrets. 
We all have our right to privacy. 
My father was full of secrets. 
I get it. 
 
I don’t feel emotional, just curious. 
There are documents in German that I will need to get translated. 
Gosh, if I’d only learnt that language properly and practised it. 
Now I need to know. 
 
As a child, I spoke German before I spoke English. 
But my mother didn’t like it. 
She was nervous. 
 
She would say to my father, ‘People will say we are speaking that Nazi language, 
even though we are Jewish. 
They won’t understand’. 
 
She was probably right. 
At that time people were suspicious. 
She lived her life in fear, sometimes for good reason. 
 
 
Documents of a time past but connected to me. 
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Of a life that knew and felt fear. 
 
Papers that have official stamps on them. 
Swastikas. 
It is beyond my comprehension. 
It is beyond belief. 
Background 
Barely three weeks after the death of my father I was handed a large white envelope 
of documents that had been stored in the bank for decades, documents I had no idea 
existed. The revelation of these secret documents made a huge impact taking me on a 
life changing journey. I will explore how my father survived the Holocaust in World 
War 2 and the ramifications of his hidden trauma on our family life and my 
upbringing. I will discuss the Dunera Boys,4 a connection that was to answer many 
of the questions about my father’s experience travelling from England to Australia 
and being detained. To this day, my relationship with this group of survivors 
continues to enrich my understanding of my father’s experience. 
 
I discuss my father’s escape from Vienna to Belgium his travel to England and 
finally to Australia on the boat called Dunera. Arriving here, he was treated as an 
‘Enemy Alien’ by the government of the day and this story is pivotal in how I 
imagine his experience which then informs ways to engage sensorial and immersive 

















4A group of men who survived escape from Europe and were labelled ‘Alien Enemies’ by the British 
Government and shipped to Australia. 
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Methodology   
 
Fig. 3 My father in the Scouts. A shadow appears. 
Fuerst Archive. 
 
In this chapter I will discuss creative practice and how it offers new insights. The 
sensorial as a method is drawn from a concept articulated by Nadia Seremetakis in 
The Senses Still (1994). Traditional museum aesthetics are a springboard for finding 
alternative ways to express trauma. My creative practice seeks to find new ways to 
unpack what is hidden and become more immediate and personal. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Australian Army Barracks, Caulfield. 
The shadow, the unseen, the void. 
Fuerst Archive. 
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I will discuss ‘memory experiments’ devised from primary sources: 
 
 
• Existing family archives: photographs and documents revealed to me after 
my father’s death, personal objects. 
• My journal writings: the methodology I employ to write and the meanings 
behind this form of methodology. 
•  Sound recordings that will include the reading of selected journal writings 
and music. 
• Installation: the use of Light as creating and contributing to the immersive 
affected mood on the viewer; Space and how this impacts on the audience as 
it moves in and around the installation, interacting with various components 
that will trigger different responses, i.e., the viewer being immersed and 
hence affected. 
• Art works created by me: found objects from Tatura, ceramic sculpture, 




Fig. 5 Hay Railway Station: Self portrait. Robyn Fuerst 2017 
The railway station that my father arrived at after his voyage on the HMT 
Dunera. A purpose built internment camp awaited him. 
 
I will also discuss the trialling and resolving of my ideas to represent/present the 
hidden feelings I reimagine my father went through. 
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My Sensorial Archive 
In this chapter I make reference to traditional museum representations of the 
Holocaust in Melbourne and Vienna to explore what methods are immersive or 
didactic and why. Additionally, the Imperial War Museum, London provides an 
example of how history is represented. I will also look at contemporary art that 
conceptually addresses the multi-dimensional experience of trauma and describe the 
impact on my own practice.5 From here I tease out immersivity in terms of 
reimagining what my father went through and how that experience is translated into 
art practice. 
 
Conclusions, Outcomes and Findings 
In this chapter I reflect on choices for a final body of work elicited from strategies 
that use sound, light, space, private archive materials and photographs, journal 
writing, sculpture and photography towards a conceptualisation of trauma. Thinking 
through empathy as a way to catalyse a sensory approach to practice, I reflect on how 
individual components link together. 
 
 
Fig. 6 Tatura. The hidden, the shadow, the remains. 







5 There are numerous artists that address the concept of the sensorial and the immersive affect, 
including Boltanski, Kadishman and the illustrator/writer Eisenstein. My intention is to also reference 
the work of other artists whose concepts have aligned with some of my own ideas of loss, memory 
and trauma. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAuNWEij8Nk 
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Chapter 1: Context and Background 
 
Journal Entry – 25th February 2015 
Thursday 9.20pm 
It’s a week after the summer school and I have a whirlpool of thoughts going round 
and round in my head. 
 
Who was my father? 
Who was he? 
 
In photos I see a veneer, a well-dressed veneer hiding secrets and fears. 
Putting on a smile for the world. 
Always looking smart, sharp. 
A man of impeccable taste. 
Even my mother used to say that. 
 
He was so alive, working to enjoy the comforts and pleasures of living in this 
country. 
 
He couldn’t sleep. 
What kept him awake? 
What did he dream? 
He would lie wide awake in the dark, desperate for sleep. 
To stop thinking, maybe to stop feeling the ever present pain of the past. 
 
I am playing analyst and patient at the same time. 
I need to write this all down to make sense of his life…. And eventually mine. 
 
I know that his mind could not switch off. 
He would brood on things that had upset him. 
He would not let go of things until he was exhausted and had made himself sick. 
A habit he continued all his life until the day before he died. 
 
Then, he let go. 
Fig. 7 Fuerst Archive. 
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The Dunera experience affects identity in unprecedented ways. From being part of a 
multicultural contingent that travelled on the HMT Dunera under a label of ‘Enemy 
Alien’6 to Australia during WW2, Italians, Germans and Austrians living in England 
were suspected of being Nazi sympathisers. My research also raises questions about 
identity and the effects of trauma – my father’s and my own. I was not brought up 
Jewish, as my father converted to Christianity many years ago after the death of his 
only son. My father decided in his final years to go back to Judaism and I finally 




My father’s life, before I was born, that which is imagined and constructed, is the 
catalyst for my creative project. In order to contextualise how, I need to tell his story 
of survival from the Holocaust in World War 2, and its subsequent lifelong effect on 
our family. His story was hidden from me until he passed away at the age of 94. 
Inside the envelope I found papers that contained Nazi stamps amongst Australian 
citizenship documents and information pertaining to my father’s time in the 
Australian Army. There were his school qualifications and his parents’ birth 
certificates. There was official paperwork from the German Government concerning 
his father’s death in Auschwitz and correspondence from the Jewish Society 
revealing how he financially supported Jewish families. 
 
This prompted a search for my father’s early life, a part that he rarely spoke about. 
When he did talk about this period in his life, he would speak only about the good 
times. As I pondered the early photos of my father while developing my creative 
project new meanings emerged. My father’s image as a child, a soldier and as a 
young man with a wife and a child (my brother, whom I never knew) form parts of a 
puzzle. As I dream of my father there is often an element of water, him swimming 
and moving through it, towards an unknown destination, but always smiling.7 My 
father loved the beach, the warmth that an Australian climate and lifestyle gave him. 
He spoke of the wonderful sense of space he felt here in this country. He loved 
Vienna, but he would never go back to the cold and the sense of claustrophobia he 
had felt. There are other dreams of walking through rooms in various buildings, 
 
6 Enemy Aliens. A term coined by the British Government. https://www.nma.gov.au/defining- 
moments/resources/dunera-boys. 
7 Bernice Eisenstein, the daughter of Holocaust survivors, writes and illustrates the dreams she has of 
her father after his death in her memoir, I Was a Child of Holocaust Survivors (2006). 
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seeking a final destination and a way out that speak of a journey, a search for 
answers to a puzzle. 
 
Having connected with the Dunera Association, I have now attended several 
functions. Our conversations have always been interesting, the comparisons and the 
similarities. However, the stories of their parents do not seem as painful as my 
father’s. There are questions I could not ask as this was fragile ground that I felt I 
would be trespassing on. The same or similar feelings arise for many other children 
of Holocaust survivors. A sense of treading on ground that is so fragile, it is none of 
our business. Yet our upbringing is influenced by our parents’ experiences and fears. 
The need to know and understand with delicate yet tremendous, almost fearful, 
respect. Nadia Semel writes in a style of poetic prose – a poetic essay, in ‘Intersoul 
Flanking’ she describes writing as ‘an obstinate entity pushing your hand to write’ 
(2001) Semel talks about ‘inherited suffering’, about how growing up she put on 
‘thick garments of ignorance’ as her parents would not allow any discussion of the 
Holocaust. Repressed trauma for them and in turn for Semel. She refers to this as a 
‘wall of recoil built of hard bricks and quickly plastered’ (Semel, 2001pp 67-71). 
 
My father had layers of compounded trauma, yet he never gave up. His resilience 
and his desire to survive and make a better life in Australia were always there. Even 
when he converted to Christianity and was made to feel like a pariah by the Jewish 
community at the time, he continued to strive to live a full and happy life, one with a 
future. To convert from Judaism to Christianity was unthinkable, almost inciting a 
form of excommunication and the backlash from his Jewish community which was at 
times venomous. All these experiences only added to his burden - a burden he would 
publicly ignore, but privately carry. The face he presented to the world was a smiling 
mask, hiding anxieties that would manifest physically and emotionally; he attempted 
to control and suppress these anxieties all his life. Throughout his life he was struck 
down with illnesses that would often require urgent hospitalisations with 
accompanying surgeries. However, he would always bounce back quickly and get 
back to his routine of working, socialising and his charity work. He had little 
patience for depression. He used to say, ‘ I don’t have time for depression, I have to 
work and support my family.’ For him, depression and any other vulnerability was a 
sign of weakness, a form of failure. Appearance was important to him, he must 
always look strong and confident, able to manage any crisis, like hiding behind a 
mask. His resilience was astonishing. I have often felt throughout my life that I am 
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covered with Teflon, but my father had an iron will, a strength that helped him to 
survive. Deborah Staines (2015) uses words such as resilience and rebuilding to 
describe how Holocaust survivors who found themselves in Australia dealt with the 
aftermath of such a cataclysmic event. She acknowledges that far more research is 
needed to clarify and document the after-effects of the Holocaust within the 
Australian experience of these survivors, and how more information is being 
uncovered. 
 
I am the guardian of these documents with their Nazi stamps imprinted on them. 
Handling and touching these precious papers, I felt strange and detached at first as I 
started to explore and research. These papers have become so important - objects that 
are more than the sum of their parts. The raw material loaded with meaning. For me, 
they have taken on an almost relic-like status. Nadia Seremetakis writes: 
As a sensory form in itself, the artifact can provoke the emergence, the 
awakening of the layered memories, and thus the senses contained within 
it. The object invested with sensory memory speaks. (Seremetakis 1994, 
pp.9-11) 
With this realisation I started to understand why my father had kept secrets from me 
and had hidden his feelings, and how this resulted in his contradictory behaviour. 
Australia, a half a world away from Vienna gave him the opportunity to put 
sickening experiences behind him. Just remembering brief snippets of conversations 
fills me with disbelief. I feel heavy. How did this happen and how did he survive? 
How did he achieve so much, living a full and productive life in Australia, having 
survived such painful experiences both physically and emotionally? As Tania Nahum 
(1990) writes of her parents’ experiences of the Holocaust, ‘they could not tell me 
and I could not ask.’8 My father took the opportunity to start afresh, to move forward 
and work hard to have a better life. There was no time to reflect on the past. The past 






8 In her book Children of the Shadows (1990) Tania Nahum identifies herself as a psychotherapist 
with experience in getting people to talk in a workshop situation. The irony of this is not wasted on 
Nahum. Here she is, a child of Holocaust survivors, and yet she cannot ask her mother the questions 
she longs to have answers for. She asks why she could not ask these questions of her parents. As a 
psychotherapist she has a clear understanding that an intergenerational dialogue is one of great 
importance, of sharing emotions and experiences. But on a personal level, this proves to be very 
difficult, because it is so sad. She sees her mother as being vague and evasive, but also protecting her 
daughter from hearing the painful stories of her experiences. 
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Conversations with members of the Dunera Association help me fill in missing parts 
of a puzzle that invokes a new sense of time. Walking around the deserted grounds of 
what was once an internment camp I find remnants of barbed wire and partial 
foundations of buildings. I discover the original railway carriage that brought my 
father to Hay in N.S.W. This experience provokes memories that I have never had. 
How can this be? I find myself immersed in a time and place that I have never seen 
and I want to hold onto this like an obsessive tourist who photographs everything, 
desperate not to forget anything. I cannot help myself, driven as I am to hold on to 
this vast and strange mirage before it all disappears. 
 
There is a whole program the Dunera Association puts together for each reunion. 
Aided by the local people of the area, some of whom were growing up at the time 
when the Dunera Boys arrived, we visit significant sites and retrace our fathers’ 
steps. They have taken on the role of historians. The most recent publication of the 
Association, Dunera Lives:A Visual History Vol 1 (2018) is co-authored by a former 
professor from Melbourne University, Dr. Ken Inglis, who was actually friends with 
some of the ‘boys’ who attended the university at the same time as he was there. 
 
The feelings that arise bring back a sense of anxiety I felt growing up and never 
understood. A strong sense of grief comes and goes in unpredictable waves raising 
further questions. What will I next discover when I talk to a stranger who, for some 
reason, has a link to my experience, or when I am reading material for my thesis and 
I am struck by a sentence or concept that resonates exactly with what I am trying to 
discover? When I sit on the back step, I think and reflect about a time when Dad and 
I were doing something very ordinary. All these experiences feel like I am swimming 
in a pool of memories. 
 
A video showing how a body is prepared for a Jewish burial is just as my father 
chose. The body is cleansed thoroughly from the head to toe, with great respect and 
ritual. Sometimes it is fully immersed in water and then dried carefully and dressed 
in a special yet simple cotton garment. I am curious to find out about my father’s life 
when he was a practicing Jew. He mentioned for a time he helped to prepare bodies 
for burial with the Chevra Kadisha – the Jewish Association which performs these 
rites. These rituals are new to me, as I did not have a Jewish upbringing. 
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Every time I pick up a pen to write I feel that I am being immersed in a strange place 
that I am trying to make sense of. I am, but slowly. 
 
Working in the studio, journal writing and writing this exegesis is proving to be 
cathartic and a crucial part of this very personal journey. 
Fig. 8 Using the metaphor of clay, the inability to hold onto memory. 
Robyn Fuerst 2017 
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Chapter 2: Methodology and Processes 
 
Journal Entry – 7th July 2016 
 
Rainy, bleak Melbourne day, and I am sorting out photos to use, to develop into 
artworks for my Masters. 
 
In the background classical music is playing. 
A fragile operatic voice cuts through the soft hum of the heater. 
 
I am alone here with Dad, small remnants of him. 
A brief visit from grief. 
Frozen moments of happier times photocopied onto cheap white paper. 
 
I am still trying to unravel his story, his life. 
Who was this person? 
A resilient man who made the best of every opportunity, it would seem. 
 
An ordinary man forced to face extraordinary circumstances, and who survived. 




Fig. 9 & 10 Fissures, tears and wounds performing trauma being held in yet oozing out. 
Side and top views. 
Robyn Fuerst 2017 
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The focus of my practice-led research (PLR) is on how to draw out unconscious 
feelings by thinking through a sensory language. The phenomena of how sensory 
experience is connected to collective memory is discussed by Seremetakis: 
‘Is memory stored in specific everyday items that form the historicity of a culture, 
items that create and sustain our relationship to the historical as a sensory 
dimension?’ (Seremetakis 1994, p.3). 
 
This statement resonates for me as I am surrounded by the objects that are primary 
sources to create an archive. The envelope of documents ignited feelings of loss and 
pain raising many questions. Seremetakis discusses the word nostalgia starting from 
analysing the word’s Greek roots to explain that ‘Nosto’ means to travel back, to 
return and ‘alghos’ refers to feeling pain. Hence ‘nostalghia is linked to the personal 
consequences of historicizing sensory experience which is conceived as a painful 
bodily and emotional journey’ (Seremetakis 1994, p.4). 
 
My intention is to explore my father’s trauma to discover that which resonates 
beyond the self towards shared experience into a more universal expression. 
 
My practice, based in the studio, is an expanded notion of ‘studio’. It is not merely a 
room with four walls, it is much more than that as the research and practice has taken 
me to places outside including: 
1. Journal writing. 
2. Traveling to Vienna, Venice, Hay, Tatura and to functions associated 
with the Dunera Boys in Melbourne. 




Fig. 11 Vessels as prosthetic limbs. 
The vessels take on the appearance of prosthetic limbs 
that have been traumatised with fissures and tears. 




This has been a foundational underpinning of my creative practice. I started writing 
soon after the death of my father and have now produced a collection that has 
prompted further reflection materialised in art works. Barbara Bolt writes about how 
the ‘magic is in the handling’ (Barrett & Bolt 2007, p.27). As Bolt writes, materials 
and processes are not passive. They interact with the creative intelligence of the 
artist. Writing is very important for me, as this is often where the magic starts and 
forms into written artworks as well as other multidisciplinary artworks that inform 
each other. 
 
When particular music plays, key words arise such as ‘fissure’, ‘tears’ and ‘tears’, 
(crying), ‘hiding’, ‘immersed’ and the ‘void’. These words are not manipulated or 
forced into sentences, rather a synergy occurs. Things that were hidden are being re- 
revealed. The word ‘fissure’ for example, has led me to produce work that contains a 
sculptural element that speaks to traumatic experiences slowly oozing out. 
Sometimes the writing will prompt photographic imagery, however the writing is 
also a creative component of my body of artworks. 
 
My journal writing also acts as a process of mourning and grieving. Selective entries 
in Roland Barthes ‘Mourning Diary’ (Barthes, 2011) resonate for me and make 
connections to my work. These intimate and revealing words that he expresses 
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mirror my own experiences of mourning, in particular immediately after the passing 
of my father. Barthes writes how ‘death for a time is an event, an adventure ‘(Barthes 
2011, p.50). When we are confronted by the death of a parent, we experience a new 
affectation. It has been a strange adventure with my father’s funeral acting as a 
cathartic event. The early stages of mourning are raw, but ones that provided a 
powerful catalyst for me in the form of journal writing. An outpouring of grief and 
memory. Barthes words are spare, powerful and full of anguish. ‘Mourning, a cruel 
country where I am no longer afraid’ (Barthes 2001, p.54). My journey has taken me 
to strange unfamiliar territories. Barthes uses phrases such as ‘the presence of 
absence’ (Barthes 2011, p.69), a logical and understandable contradiction. 
Sometimes it has felt that my father is more alive in death than he was in life. 
Barthes language is rich and spare at the same time. The suffering of mourning being 
like ‘a constant sense of abrasion’ (Barthes 2011, p.85). It is an abrasion triggering 
trauma. Not am I only dealing with my father’s trauma and attempting to understand 





Fig. 12 My methodology relies heavily on my journal writings. 
Robyn Fuerst 2015 
Journal Entry – 29th February 2016 
 
I am reading. 
Reading medical reports on ageing Holocaust survivors. 
 
It is like reading a report on my father. 
All the same symptoms. 
The information resonates with me so hard, it is like a slap in the face. 
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His anxiety levels were always high, even when he was hiding them. 
Putting on a brave face, not letting the cracks appear in public. 
 
Only in private did he unravel. 
Holding on all day, desperate to appear normal, gasping for breath once the door 
was closed. 
 
I have teflon, my father had an iron will. 
 
With all the physical and emotional pain he endured, he soldiered on, relentless. 
Even when the war was over, he was always ready for battle. 
His life experiences had been beyond words. 
That was no exaggeration. 
 
No time for pity, just work. 
Get on with it. 
Show no fear, show no vulnerability. 
 
Other artists 
I have engaged with the work of many artists who have looked at similar themes and 
whose methodology has provided some inspiration. 
The work of the Contemporary French artist, Christian Boltanski is a good example 
of art which inspires my practice. His diverse art practice creates an immersive 
experience. His huge installations feel uncomfortable and prompt further questions. 
Whose clothes are these? 
Why are they sitting here like this? 
Why are they in this public space? 
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Fig. 13 &14 Personnes by French artist Christian Boltanski for the Monumenta 2010 event at the 
Grand Palais in Paris (Photo: Reuters) http://www1.rfi.fr/actuen/articles/121/article_6595.asp 
 
I know what these mountains of clothes represent and allude to. The monumental 
circumstances and ramifications of a past government-driven genocide, hidden for so 
long is recreated in an uncomfortable environment for the viewer to navigate. 
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His photos also trigger questions. 
Who are these people? 
Why are the images blurred? Why are they presented like this? 
 
Fig. 15 Monument (Odessa) 1989-2003 Gelatin silver prints, tin biscuit boxes, lights, and wire. 
Installation approximately: 80 × 72 in. (203.2 × 182.9 cm) 
https://thejewishmuseum.org/collection/28216-monument-odessa 
 
Boltanski’s use of found objects such as clothing and old photographs resonates 
strongly with me. His practice of repeatedly rephotographing these old photographs 
whereby the features of the subjects faces become blurred and imbued with a sense 
of memory are meant to ignite memories for the viewer. Many of his photographs are 
of Jewish children who did not survive the Holocaust. One only has to look at the 
huge piles of clothes reminiscent of the death camps of Auschwitz that Boltanski sets 
up in an installation as well as the photographs presented to the viewer as relics or 
altar pieces to feel how people suffered. 
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Boltanski’s focus the past and reconnecting with the dead, for those who are no 
longer with us. It is evident that the archive features throughout his work. His 
childhood story is unusual. Born in 1944, the son of a Jewish father, Boltanski rarely 
saw his father during WW2 as his father hid under the floorboards to avoid arrest by 
the Nazis. Memory plays an important part in Boltanski’s work. It is interesting to 
note that his installations have often been staged in cellars or underground 
environments. These installations are sheer volume and the viewer is overwhelmed 
by the sights and smell of his work, particularly the huge piles of clothes that are 
unwashed and so accumulate a variety of odours. The reference to the Holocaust is 
obvious. His ‘found’ photographs of blurred portraits of Jewish students perform in a 
way that they appear to visually grasp onto memory. Who were these people that are 
dead? His repetitive rephotographing of these portraits point to how memory 
disintegrates and we are only able to see fragments of the past. His images appear to 
be melting before our very eyes. No matter how hard we try, our memories become 
ruptured and lose their clarity and thus their visual focus. In the end they are blurred 
and brittle remnants. Due to the immersive environment that Boltanski places these 
objects and images, they become highly charged with emotions and whisperings that 
we can almost imagine. For me, visiting Vienna was, at times, like visiting the dead. 
The imagined rumblings beneath my feet and ghosts of the past hiding around 
corners. It could be felt, but not seen. The presentation of Boltanski’s work has been 
likened to that of relics, like precious objects from the past, memory objects that he 
does not want the viewer to forget. ‘Often when someone dies the memory 
disappears. These memories are very fragile, I want to save them’ (Boltanski, quoted 
in Trefethen 2019). 
 
The German artist Anselm Kiefer was one of the first artists to address the 
Holocaust. He addressed the ‘elephant in the room’ in terms of Germany’s denial. 
The body of his work is immense and confronting. His symbolic use of the Jewess 
Shulamith and the German woman Margarete are taken from the writings of Paul 
Celan, a Jewish poet who includes these two women in his famous poem, Death 
Fugue (1948). 
 
Kiefer’s use of materials included yellow straw representing Margarete or the 
character of Gretchen written by Faust whereas Shulamith is represented by ash, 
referencing the cremations of the Holocaust. The layers and layers of trauma are 
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significant in Kiefers work. His palette is dark and scumbled. When I look at his 
paintings my senses are assaulted making me want to scream. But Kiefer must incite 
this feeling, he acknowledges that denial can no longer remain. His work is grand in 
scale and immersive. The way Kiefer’s references the dark haired Jewess and the 
blonde Aryan woman of German mythology is both beautiful and tragic. He 
produced numerous paintings on the theme of these two iconic women. His 
representations of Shulamith have multiple meanings, but in the end her depiction 
references the Jewish mourning rite- the Shiva, and thus the endless mourning of the 
Shoah or the Holocaust. She is stripped bare, just as the Jews were in the 
concentration camps, stripped of their dignity, their humanity and their culture. The 
meaning of Margarete is just as complex as not only does she represent the idealised 
Aryan blonde but she also alludes to Mary, often represented in Catholic 
iconography as blond, pure and virginal. His use of straw to represent her golden hair 
is one of sustenance and growth, the exact opposite of Shulamith’s ashen hair which 
signified death (Lauterwein 2007, pp.87-131). 
 




Travelling is fundamental to my methodology. There is much time to reflect and 
write, travelling to and from a destination. There have been a variety of personal 
responses as the destinations were varied and offered different responses to my 
original question. Visiting the sites of Hay, Tatura and Vienna was like going back in 
time. These places helped me to re-experience my father’s trauma. and serve as 
source visual material. 
 
Journal Entry – November 2017 
Vienna 
Vienna, always beautiful in my father’s eyes and his memories of his life there. 
My last visit changed my view on this city, leaving a bad taste in my mouth. 
A city that welcomed Hitler with flowers strewn in the streets to greet him. 
Its focus on cake and culture does not excuse its denial of the Holocaust. 
At the Jewish museum I ask where the personal Holocaust objects are and am told 
that people can go and visit the camps. 
They are affronted by my questions. 
I am not welcome any more in this city, my father’s birthplace. 
Discussion with other children of Dunera Boys brings similar responses. 
It is only once we look at the underbelly of a city that we are presented with the 
beautiful and the ugly. 
 
Fig. 17 Vienna, a city that hides behind its grand style and love of culture, 
where cake and Strauss are celebrated and the subject of the Holocaust is not discussed. 
Robyn Fuerst 2017 
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In the past this city had been a great source of happiness because my father often 
conveyed his love of his birthplace. After his death I found the city to be a place of 
dark secrets with a cultural veneer based on music and chocolate. Walls came up 
when I went to investigate anything Jewish. People unwilling to talk, with the excuse 
that the camps were close enough to visit. This feeling was endorsed by the children 
of Dunera Boys who were from Vienna. Even though the placement of Rachel 
Whiteread’s public sculpture, The Judenplatz Holocaust Memorial or the Nameless 
Library (2000), as it is often referred to, is in the Jewish quarter, Judenplatz, well 
away from the tourist sites. 
 
In my opinion, the memorial reflects Austria’s uneasiness about the role that it 
played in the Holocaust. Even though we cannot enter this building, the viewers’ 
experience of space is disturbed walking around and around, trying to make sense of 
what is there while being frustrated at not being able access it. It’s as if the past is 
being hidden and acknowledged at the same time (Christian 2003). This memorial 
work is like a small building in itself, but one we cannot enter, a library turned inside 
out with the spines of the books facing inward. A faceless white building that sits in 
the square that is impossible to ignore. It is here, but we will not talk about it and we 
cannot access it. 
 
Venice 
To be in Venice with its canals and ancient palazzos, is already to be immersed in a 
world of the past, the past and the present existing uncomfortably alongside each 
other. While I am writing or producing work in my studio I similarly inhabit a 
bygone era. 
 
I was fortunate to attend the Venice Biennale in 2017. It was a sensory overload of 
ideas, materials, installation and meanings that found a place in my journals. The 
German pavilion was immersive and physically overwhelming. Upon entering the 
exhibit ‘Faust’, by the artist Anne Imhof (2017), walking on elevated glass floors, I 
was taken into another world through a vertiginous feeling. Tel Aviv based artist Gal 
Weinstein’s site-specific ‘Sun Stand Still’(2017) in the Israel pavilion with the use of 
non-traditional art materials, privileged immersivity as a way to engage with the past. 
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He used mold as a material to impregnate walls, producing an effect of decay and a 
feeling of the past. 
 
Hay and Tatura 
Travelling has been an interactive history lesson. My father’s internment has now 
become something I can somewhat imagine. Experiencing these significant places 
has helped me put pieces of a puzzle together to understand his trauma and its effects 
on me growing up. It is an emotional journey every time, but as I am using these 
places as primary sources of research, I have, over time, been able to develop some 
form of detachment. As time has gone by, it has become less traumatic for me. The 
discussions over dinner with other children of Dunera Boys have been enlightening 
and I now feel like a part of a special group. I will forever be curious and want to 
know more; there are so many gaps to fill. Like many of the Dunera Boys, my father 
did not want to talk about a painful past. 
Most of the Dunera Boys did not talk about their experiences on the trip to Australia 
or the concentration camps in great detail. It is true there was an active group of 
creative and intellectual men and artists who documented everyday life and created 
educational experiences inside the Tatura camps, but they were a minority. The 
consensus was that most wanted to forget, put the past behind them and get on with a 
new and better life. My father talked more about those days in the army, and the 
camaraderie he enjoyed than his time in the camps. 
  
 
Fig. 18 Remains at Tatura Internment Camp. 
My photo prompts more questions. 
What was here? What happened here? 
Missing parts. 
Robyn Fuerst 2016 
Fig. 19 Remnants found at Tatura P.O.W 
Camp have become like relics, precious pieces 
left behind. 
Robyn Fuerst 2016 
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It has been wonderful to visit and document the sites of Hay and Tatura and to 
collect found objects but there will always be gaps in my knowledge and my memory 
of my father. How I express those gaps visually is a challenge so this remote and 
bleak landscape with skeletal remains of the camp has provided rich imagery for my 
studio work. It is a ghost camp and reflects the sense of his past. It is evidence of a 
time and place that affected my father deeply (Knee & Knee 2008). 
 
Walking in my father’s steps around the camp at Tatura for the first time was a 
shock, as there are so many remnants of the camp still there. The barbed wire used to 
keep my father imprisoned was not disposed of, but rolled into a huge ball and 
placed on the top of the hill in the camp, a constant reminder of what was. 
 
The museum in Hay consists of the original train carriages that brought the Dunera 
Boys to their destination. It is an evocative artefact, however these carriages are 
filled with traditional museum glass vitrines that create distance from the time that 
the men were stationed in Hay rather than a sense of intimacy and empathy. They are 
didactic. By contrast, merely standing in such a place and walking where my father 
walked through the railway station and onto the camps down the road starts to give 
me some sense of a part of his experiences. The place where the camps were located 
are now overgrown. It is almost like my father was never here with few other visual 
cues or reminders. 
 
My Dreams 
Secrets, trauma and memory held in a box or an envelope can serve as metaphor for 
what is yet to be revealed. In my dreams I am often walking around interconnected 
rooms that feel like a box, looking out of windows to an outside I am yet to know. 
The rooms contain objects but it’s about the journey; where am I going and what is it 
I want to find? The same rooms keep appearing over and over in my dreams, 
sometimes in different colours, configurations and different styles and conditions. As 
Bolt and Barrett cite the materiality of objects as living, so are the objects, places and 




Sensory experiences can conflate time, bringing the past into the present. Listening 
to classical music in the style of adagio does something similar and as I write I listen 
which conjures memories and images. 
 
In trying to convey trauma, memory and hidden feelings, writing and 
making helps to translate complex and abstract ideas into art works. 
Whilst I am working in a highly intuitive way with the different media I 
also explore materiality, pushing and pulling its limits to perform 
something not possible with words. 
 
Ofttimes, it is the silence that triggers me to write, reflecting on those 




Nadia Seremetakis writes about how memories are embedded in objects, and this is 
something that is important for me, as it is in handling the personal objects that new 
ways of feeling emerge. 
 
Seremetakis discusses how the artefact can provoke the awakening and emergence of 
the layered memories, and the senses within these objects. Her writings in The 
Senses Still: Perception and Memory as Material Culture in Modernity (1994) 
explore women’s embroidering and weaving considering how it was undertaken as a 
‘resting moment’ after the essential housework was completed. Embroidering was a 
way, she says, to express dreams, desires and personal musings. The pieces 
accumulated meaning as generations came and went. They were forms of writing and 
left behind a tactile story of the woman who embroidered the piece. By viewing 
these pieces, Seremetakis writes that she was taken through a journey to different 
times. The pieces had been embroidered by an aunt, and Seremetakis writes that 
‘these hand-made tactile traces on the invisible past of my life represented their way 
of rendering me present in my absence’ (2011, pp.15-16). She did not know all these 
relatives who had produced the embroideries, but their memories were embedded 




Fig. 20 ‘Kaffee mit Kuchen’ Memories contained in objects, 




I experiment with different materials, through ‘free association’, i.e. putting things 
together in the spirit of enquiry and play. I have devised what I call ‘memory 
experiments’ that have evolved into ‘memory strategies’. My archive evolves out of 
experimentation and tactility that creates access to the unconscious and conscious. 
While handling the objects or material they become active. As Bolt writes, 
Rather, we come to know the world theoretically only after we have come 
to understand it through handling. Thus, the new can be seen to emerge 
in the involvement with materials, methods, tools and ideas of practise. 
(Bolt 2016, p. 30) 
 
 
Through a range of multi-disciplinary materials, processes, I am somehow 
performing trauma to connect my father’s past to my present. 
 
Reading and recording audio from selected journal writings and playing music 
provide another layer and dimension to draw from. 
 
Light and darkness are materials that work as metaphor within a ‘hidden’ narrative. I 
have made an ‘army’ of prosthetic like limbs, sculptures that are flooded with 
blinding light revealing fissures on the surface, strong contrasted shadows and 
harshly defined edges. 
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Space is also a material and, like light, creates either a void or an opening – the 
audience moves in and around the installation, interacting with various components 
that will trigger different responses. Close-up and intimate viewing of the sculptures 
and artefacts enhances the potential for sensorial responses while distance and space 
can either create curiosity to see something at close range. This push and pull is 
meaningful in a gallery context. 
 
Clay moulds itself in my hands, a material I am used to handling. This project has 
expanded my practice by using whatever is in front of me while I search for the 
missing parts of my identity. 
 
By experimenting with the different materials, placing them together in a variety of 
combinations, I write and re-write a story, testing out resonances of truth and 
encountering the pain of trauma in a ‘safe’ environment. In doing this, I am 
exploring what role the senses play in activating feelings of the actual experience 
(my fathers) and re-experience (my own) of trauma. 
 
Studio Work Process and Conceptual Reflections: 2016-2019 
 
Creating sculptures: Vessels 
The first sculptures that I developed were based on the form of the jug, a vessel. My 
father had a love of jugs and collected a few. He probably liked them as he was a 
painter and often painted still-life compositions of flowers in vases and jugs. My 
initial trials were heavily embossed surfaces on large hand built forms made from 
earthenware clay. However, these trials failed to convey the message or feel of 
‘trauma’. The heavy embossing presented a feeling of luxury and being smothered. 
 
The challenge of how to ‘manifest’ trauma, memory and secrets is constant. I keep 
going back to the artefacts and test out whether trauma, memory and secrets are 
being re-experienced. My early attempts failed so I reduced the clay surface entirely 
to expose sporadically placed ‘tears’ and ‘fissures’. These fissures resonate as pain 
reflecting the anxiety I have felt for most of my life, as did my father. I then removed 
the handle of the jug and the base and distorted the forms by pushing the surface of 
the clay, creating organic indentations. Each ‘vessel’ is slightly different, yet all the 
pieces form a type of family or community. They also rely on the principle of 
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repetition as a way of mirroring the relentless and repetitive feelings of trauma over 
years, even over a life time. The form/s have become like a prosthetic limb crafted 
from a void, alluding to the gaps in my father’s life that I am trying to make sense of. 
 
Studio Diary – Monday 22nd January 2018 
In studio continuing to make my fragile forms. 
More and more of them are congregating, standing from afar looking at me. 
Neither proud nor sad. 
The soundtrack of Endeavour plays on. 
I have to stop as grief decides to visit. 
Three years yesterday since he has gone. 
 
 
Looking at these distorted cylindrical forms grouped together in a non-symmetrical 
configuration, I see them as disabled ‘limbs’ trying to regain their function. They are 
vulnerable and fragile, hopelessly ineffective and powerless. Apart from the 
‘fissures’ torn into the vessels, the remaining surface is smooth and unglazed. The 
finish is matt and chalky, as if the blood has been drained. 
 
Studio Diary – Thursday 5th April 2018 
The holes I made in the block of clay to keep it damp and plastic are now 
unknowingly turning into fissures, an important symbol of this body of work. So I 
build two‘vessels’ today, one in white clay which represents my father with all his 
scars and then I build one in a dark earthy brown clay. This represents me. I have a 
few ‘scrapes’ on my surface, but we all do and some white slip has been applied to 
these. 
 
It is a part of my inheritance. Intergenerational trauma that my father bequeathed 
me the moment I was conceived, only to intensify as I grew up. But the form stands 
tall and strong, grounded to the earth through sheer determination and the resilience 
in my genes that I have also inherited…thank God! A visual problem occurs with 
introducing a very dark piece to the white forms, as this immediately implies a 
different context: one of racism, and so I remove the dark piece. 
 
Studio Diary – Wednesday 21st May 2018 
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I continue to make my traumatised soldiers. I have included roughly three sizes in 
terms of circumference and a variety of heights with subtle differences. They are 
growing into a small army. My aim is to create 57, the age I was when my father 
passed away. 
 
Boxes: Memory Boxes/Memory Houses 
I have gathered objects from the Tatura and Hay sites where the internment camps 
were based. Mostly rusted fragments of baking tins used in the kitchens and barbed 
wire from the fences that kept my father in. They are a part of a history still living in 
the objects seventy years later. They are an important link for me, and like a precious 
relic, I must preserve them and put them in a special place. Inspired by Christian 
Boltanski’s shrine-like installation they are sacred. It also reminds me of the many 
medieval and renaissance churches I visited in Europe with their precious altarpieces 
and relics. 
 
As children we often gather objects that are imbued with personal and special 
meaning and place them in boxes to keep safe and to look upon our treasures at will. 
Boxes are places of storage. They also can hide things, as once they are in the box 
with a lid on, the objects are now hidden in the dark. Often these boxes contain 
secrets with meanings that are only understood by the owner. The objects themselves 
rarely have monetary value. They do have, however, special secret meanings that 
may remind us of important past events. 
 
I wanted to create a box-like a container of secret knowledge. The box contrasts the 
tall cylindrical forms aesthetically alluding to residual ‘pain’. Trialling materials, I 
found earthenware clay unsuitable for materialising forms that appeared and felt 
awkward and forced. Other materials like cardboard, gesso, Modroc, paint and LED 
lights proved to be more successful. Constructing an asymmetrical shape with a 
chalky type surface, the box form, although geometric, became soft and tactile. 
In making these boxes, I tried using recycled cardboard to play with scale as a way to 
create a relationship with the clay vessels. The memory boxes juxtaposed with the 
vessels. When placed specifically at the corners, they looked almost like guardians 
and by lighting the inside of the boxes they took on a deserted look. 
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The boxes appear abandoned, ready to be graffitied by people looking for a surface 
to make their mark. Each box has a coloured underpainting, consisting of some raw 
umber applied over and washes of white, with others primary colours. 
 
The form of the memory box is like a dilapidated building where people once lived 
and that is only now fit for squatters. These buildings have memories too, people 
engaged in the business of living. The memory box could also be likened to large 
kilns that were used when pottery was a thriving industry in the late19th and 20th 
centuries. What comes to my mind is Banksy’s work on the Gaza strip. Their 
surfaces reminiscent of walls in the Gaza strip, also other places where abandoned 
buildings sit. 
 
Studio Diary – Tuesday 10th April 2018 
I am continuing to make ‘memory boxes’ looking at scale to see what will work. I 
have gone for a larger size than first anticipated and the sizes vary. I was intending 
to create four ‘memory boxes’ of the same size, but memories don’t all come in the 
same size and fit. 
I am using recycled cardboard boxes, gesso, masking tape; materials that will all 
eventually break down and disappear. 
How appropriate. 
They appear to be rough and handmade, like the worn out containers that we used as 
children to store our secret treasures. Boxes that are continuously repaired to hold 
the treasures safe. 
Looking at the ‘memory boxes’ they seemed to have turned into ‘memory houses’. 
They remind me very much of the apartment blocks in Vienna. 
I didn’t mean for this to happen. Memories of a city are hard to erase, especially 
given the significance of Vienna in my life. 
 
Studio Diary – Wednesday 11th April 2018 
I went into the studio again to continue with the ‘memory boxes’. 
Have finished making 5 boxes. Feedback from other art practitioners has been 
positive and interesting. 
‘They remind me of kilns.’ 
The irony of this comment in terms of the broader context of the body of work is not 
wasted. 
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Initially the boxes were to be white which tends to make them look flat, so trialling 
various colours help me with my selection. I decided upon a mix of burnt umber and 
a touch of black and magenta, pulling this back by adding two or three layers of 
white paint using a dry brush technique. I have also pulled back much of the applied 
texture on the cardboard. I realise that only a hint of sporadic texture is all that is 
required. It is not there to decorate and embellish rather as a primary function of 
recalling sensation. 
 
Later I reconsidered how the boxes looked, which felt weak compared to the strong 
forms of the vessels and which did not help strengthen the notion of trauma so 
presenting my found objects/relics as little piles on a glass surface seemed far more 
conducive than as precious objects. Referencing my inability to hold on to memories 
of my father I made a series of ‘void’ vessels that contain torn pieces of dissolving 
unfired clay. 
 
Studio Diary – March 2019. 
I continue to produce the trauma vessels that are turning into a small army. It is like 
the Israelites traipsing through the desert searching for the Promised Land. Their 
surfaces are torn and contorted with fissures and soft indentations signifying the 
trauma that bubbled away in my father and then finally started to ooze out. 
 
Symbolism and meaning: The relationship between 
shadows/voids/empty spaces. 
By linking shadows, voids and empty spaces through thinking metaphorically for 
what is lost, the objects begin to act as ‘punctum’ (Barthes 2000, p. 25) moments for 
me. 
 
I have always been intrigued with shadows in photographs of my father while in the 
army. The shadows that I see are of the person taking the photograph. Who was the 
person taking the photograph? Did he come out on the Dunera with Dad? Were they 
good friends? I will never know. The only presence of this person is his shadow. The 
shadow hides evidence, it is mysterious. We know there is something there, but we 
don’t know exactly what that is. It is a witness to what was going on. 
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The images taken at Tatura are empty spaces with only remnants of the camp 
existing. Did he walk through these buildings? Am I walking where he walked? 
Images of rolled up barbed wire appear to have pockets of shadows, voids. These act 
as a metaphor for missing pieces of a puzzle. Although I have met many people 
through the Dunera Association, there has been no one who knew my father. 
Whoever did, has died. Their stories have gone with them to their graves. I will never 
know what experiences he had and who his friends were. The only conversations I 
can have are with inanimate objects, fragmented and empty spaces that I can only 
imagine as a memory. 
 
Studio Diary – 19th December 2018 
I have produced nine ‘void’ containers of various sizes using white clay. They are far 
more sympathetic than the other vessels. Their torn edges and organic forms work 
well. They will need to be glazed to make them waterproof to suspend the fragments 
of clay that will dissolve over the period of the exhibition, symbolising my inability to 
hold onto the memories of my father. Once Anne saw these, the decision was made to 
produce them in ‘black’ clay partially glazed. The principle of contrast works well 
with the white sculptures and the dark colour of the clay acts as a metaphor of the 
void, of what we cannot see, the missing pieces of the puzzle. 
 
These ‘dark pools’ perform as another symbol of the ‘void’, the gaps that exist, that 
symbolise what I cannot find of my father’s life. They represent the untold pain that 
he tried to hide from me. Within each of these voids raw pieces of clay are 
suspended in water that gradually breaks them down into more fragments. These 
pieces of clay allude to memory and how does not stay intact. As time passes, parts 
of our memories disintegrate/dissolve and breakdown, and the images we knew fade 
and lose their form. 
 
My Photographic Archive. 
I recently came across boxes of slides that contained images of my father and myself 
when I was a child. Due to their analogue nature, they have varying degrees of 
implied texture on their surfaces. Like a veil covering the imagery, some are even 
blurred significantly. The viewer can see them, but not clearly. Again, this alludes to 
memory and our inability to see the past clearly, however there is an indication that 
this event occurred. The imagery is not crisp; we can see only remnants of the past. 
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Found Objects – Barbed Wire and tin from Tatura 
Although this is physical evidence that the internment camp existed at Tatura, the 
barbed wire and tin have taken on a special significance for me. This is part of the 
wire that kept my father locked in the camp. An ordinary object, its context from the 
past has now changed. It is almost precious and takes my breath away, every time I 
look at it. For me, there are memories embedded into it. 
 
My Photography 
These images relate to Seremetakis’s writing on the senses being embedded into 
objects. 
 
‘Kaffee mit Kuchen’ (coffee with cake), relates back to my earliest memories of 
going to the coffee lounge with my father. Having coffee was a special occasion. 
These cups were designed and produced in Melbourne either in the late 1940s or 
early 1950s. You drank coffee in cups; mugs were unheard of at this time. In this 
image we see objects from the past sitting behind glass in a special cabinet. They 
evoke many memories of the smell and taste of coffee and cake with family friends 
who would also speak in German with my parents. 
 








Fig. 21 – 24 Images of trials from the studio. Left-Right clockwise. 
21. Early trials of heavily embellished jugs. White earthenware, stains and inks. 
22. Close up of surface. 
23. Jugs with Fissures, unglazed white earthenware. 
24. Resolved form -Trauma Vessel, handle has been eliminated and form takes on a 
‘prosthetic’ feel, with fissures and tears. 
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Chapter 3: My Sensorial Archive 
Journal Entry – October 2017 
Reading Seremetakis… 
Dad loved painting. 
He only started when he was 50. 
Compositions of still lifes were his favourite subject matter. 
He loved the form of jugs. 
Jugs to put flowers in, jugs to paint. 
Jugs, cups…these objects all trigger memories for me. 
I am surrounded by objects embedded with memories. 
Some sit behind glass like museum exhibits from another time. 
I continue the family tradition of drinking coffee from these cups. 
 
 
Documents, artefacts and historical items installed in a linear, sequential format with 
an anthropological and conservational focus are accompanied by a Museum’s 
mission statement that vary from museum to museum, however the Victoria and 
Albert Museum in London, U.K. is a good example of a museum’s purpose and 
intention: 
 
Our mission is to be recognised as the world’s leading museum of art, 
design and performance, and to enrich people’s lives by promoting 
research, knowledge and enjoyment of the designed world to the widest 
possible audience. We strive to make the V&A matter to more people 
and in that context we work to the following six strategic objectives: 
• To create a world class visitor and learning experience across all 
V&A sites and collections. 
• Focus and deepen the relevance of our collections to the UK 
creative and knowledge economy 
• Expand the V&A’s international reach, reputation and impact. 
• To operate with financial and organisational initiative and 
efficiency. 
• Showcase the best of digital design, and deliver an outstanding 
digital experience. 
• Diversify and increase private and commercial funding sources. 
 
 
Like the Victoria and Albert Museum, objects in many museums are displayed in the 
traditional museum glass vitrine with accompanying didactic information that says 
nothing of the sensitive and personal implications of the object. This is a valid 
approach, however, a limited one for me. 
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Although the glass vitrine serves conservational requirements, it presents a problem 
for me when I look at objects as displayed in the Jewish museum in Melbourne. They 
exhibit artefacts similar to my father’s, but convey little of an individual’s lived 
experience. Their mission statement reflects their approach to the way they exhibit 
their collection: 
 
We engage people with Jewish culture in order to: 
• help Jews become proud of, connected to and knowledgeable 
about their heritage; 
• promote understanding and appreciation of Jewish culture and 
people in the wider community; and 
• build a society in which cultural diversity and difference is 
embraced and respected. 
 
 
While the vitrine serves a purpose to display objects, it also blocks the viewer from a 
sensorial experience. Although items are protected for posterity, this traditional 
format often masks the trauma felt. The viewer sees the objects as if from a distance 
so strong feelings of anxiety may not occur. It’s as if being moved to tears is not the 
curator’s intention. 
 
The Jewish museum in Vienna contains few personal objects from the Holocaust, 
only row upon row of rescued relics from the synagogues that were destroyed under 
the Nazi regime. There is no permanent Holocaust exhibition, only temporary ones 
that are displayed from time to time. Their explanation of this, is that people can visit 
the camps instead as they are not too far away. For me, the heavy question of denial 
hangs over the museum and its distanced location in the city also presents a problem. 
The fact that there is even a museum containing Jewish objects seems like a miracle 
in itself in Vienna. To me, the notion of a museum with a sensorial approach is not 
even a consideration. By contrast Rachel Whiteread’s sculpture ‘Nameless Library’ 
(2000), located outside the museum in Judenplatz is an unsettling monument that sits 
above the remains of the medieval synagogue where Jews chose to suicide rather 
than be forcefully baptised (Christian 2003). The energy is palpable, a double dose of 
compounded painful memories. The placement of Whitereads work is like a physical 
interruption of Vienna’s Judenplatz, which at the same time comments on Austria’s 
seemingly benign attitude to the Holocaust: it happened, move on. The viewer is 
forced to stop and look and wonder what they are looking at. 
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I walked round and round this monument, unable to gain access to it. I could touch 
the exterior, but that was all creating a sense of frustration of being unable to enter 
and find the truth. The white building is also symbolic: a part of history closed, not 
wanting to be revealed. Whitewashed walls speak of something covered up yet its 
scale says ‘I WILL NOT BE QUIET; THIS HAPPENED!’ The shelves hold the 
same size book, repeated over and over again, referencing the innumerable victims 
from the Holocaust who lost their lives. Simon Wiesenthal, the Jewish Austrian 
Holocaust survivor and Nazi hunter said at the unveiling, ‘This monument shouldn’t 
be beautiful, it must hurt’ (Wiesenthal, quoted by Connolly 2000). My senses are not 
merely evoked, they are shaken and I can feel fear in the pit of my stomach - it is all 




Artists’ installations often evoke ideas around trauma or create a porthole to 
experience an emotionally charged moment attached to a memory or similar event. 
Boltanski, Menasche Kadishman ,Cyrus Tang9, Kathy Temin10 and Eva Hesse – 
a German American artist, the daughter of Holocaust survivors, strategically use 
a museum aesthetic in innovative ways. Boltanski’s piles of clothes mirror the 
photos documenting the atrocity of government systematic genocide. Kadishman 
invites us to literally walk over the more than 10,000 metal ‘faces’ placed on the 
floor of the void in the Berlin Museum. 
 
Hesse, a second generation survivor of the Holocaust is a significant artist and 
influence in my practice as her work performs trauma in a particular way that I 
strongly connect to. The genesis of her practice was in the Minimalism of the 
1960’s working in 2D, however Minimalism could only say so much and the 
move to sculpture would create works that were often seen as emotional and 
intimate. There are similarities with her materials and practice that I have alluded 
to in my studio work: the use of translucency in the photocopied documents 
(carried by my father escaping the Nazis) on acetate. Her choice of highly textural 
and tactile materials often carried a tension of both beauty and trauma. Like Hesse, 
making artwork is always a form of catharsis for me on this journey. 
Her contemporary approach to sculpture is an excellent example of its use of 
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affect on the viewer, on me. Hesse’s work shows fragility through evidence of the 
handmade. 
‘Don’t ask what the work is. Rather, see what the work does’. 
Hess asks us how do we feel, how are we affected? Her work ‘Contingent’ – 
1969, consists of eight banners, hanging from the ceiling. The work is made from 
latex attached to rigid pieces of fibreglass. The latex holds on tightly but appears 
to be slipping off at any moment. Irregular sheets of latex with subtle variations 
on the surface, powerfully symbolising to me a push pull effect of resilience 






















9 Cyrus Tang’s use of impermanent materials reflects the gradual decay of memory. She stresses the process of 
disappearance My works suggest a phantasmic site of real loss. Throughout my practice, I have employed a 
range of variously permanent and ephemeral materials including clay, water, ash, steam, snow, human’s 
heartbeat, animal bones, and human hair in order to produce a visual representation suggestive of the contrast 
and contradiction between appearance and disappearance, and between ephemerality and permanence. 
 
10 Australian artist and 2nd Generation survivor, Temin’s monumental sized artworks are grand in size and 
overwhelm the viewer. She has a preoccupation with sites and memories, referring to her own history as an 
Australian second generation Holocaust survivor. In ‘Tombstone Garden (2012) the pure white sculpture is 
covered in soft white fur. Once again memory plays a part in this work. 
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The architectural work of Daniel Libeskind in terms of the design of the Jewish 
Museum in Berlin has made a big impact on me and my feelings about how the 
museum can further function. As an architect, his approach to museum design 
changed the museum forever. His constant alluding to events of the past and the 
effect on the viewer through his extensive use of symbolism and dynamic 
architectural style has created an artwork in itself. He talks about ‘how the brain has 
corridors, surpassing material space’(Libeskind 2011). To say he uses the immersive 
and sensorial would be an understatement. He has not been shy in using terms such 
as ‘The Holocaust Tower’, ‘Memory Void’ and ‘Garden of Exile’ (Libeskind 2011). 
Libeskind talks about how silence can be heard in the museum: 
One can hear fragments of silence on the visitors’ footsteps which are 
part of my response to Schoenberg’s incomplete opera ‘Moses and 
Aaron’. The museum also generates its own unexpected musical 
resonance by the different acoustical conditions in the Holocaust Tower, 




I tested how and if certain artefacts I make could emotionally engage an audience. I 
discovered that viewers reported feelings of unease and sadness. The few artworks I 
placed on display were in an environment with other artworks from other students 
and not in a specific site that would be considered a gallery space. This has helped to 




Journal Entry – October 2017 
 
The photos spill out of the envelope, collected memories of a time past. 
Images, mostly of Dad with Normie and Mum. I’m connected but not there. 
If I’m careful with the photographs, they won’t fade, but I’ll have to place them in 
the dark in my own solander box. 
But then they are hidden, out of sight, out of mind, forgotten . . . until I find them 
again and relive memories that I have not experienced. 
 
The army is gathering, with its tears and fissures. 
Congregating and watching me from afar. The repetition of trauma being performed 
over and over again. 
My father had decades of trauma and he tried to hide it behind a mask. 
His own personal Holocaust. 
He passed away at 94. 
 
Every time I read or write I am diving into the sea of senses. 
I try to hold on, to grasp, but he slips away. 
Throughout this journey of practice-led research I have been guided by my senses, 
and their ability to create immersion. Drawing upon Seremetakis’ articulation in The 
Senses Still (1994) has informed a strategy to elicit feelings that come from trauma. 
Traditional museum curatorial strategies have provided a springboard or a way of 
thinking about what it is to ‘feel’ in a museum type of installation. I have lived in a 
fog with trauma all my life, without ever really knowing why, yet I now know that 
traumatic events my father experienced were hidden from me with good intentions. 
 
Recovering occluded memories has in turn allowed trauma to be uncovered through 
curating a selection of media that included personal archive objects, artworks and 
their total installation in the gallery space. The use of journal writing has been an 
integral part of my practice that also document thought processes, reflections and 
pain. 
 
Rather than reflecting historical facts in a didactic format that has not resonated for 
me with my father’s story, I have experimented with memory and sensory strategies 
to affect the viewer to re-experience trauma. My aim has been to recover trans- 
generational suffering and to re-create the hidden qualities of trauma. In testing out 
how immersivity and created artefacts can move viewers emotionally, I have 
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repositioned the effect of the trauma mediated by museums to personalise the 
Holocaust. 
 
My practice-led research has taken me to strange places. The various methods have 
contributed to a performative approach to uncover trauma through my artmaking. 
They are all intertwined, nothing is black and white. Through travelling and listening 
to music my reflective writing has been a driving force. I have been able to articulate 
part of the trauma and memories, but the unspoken has begun to manifest itself, 
creating a tension that is cathartic. 
 
Researching influential artists has confirmed the power of visual language and its 
impact on the viewer. As discussed in Chapter Three, Anselm Kiefer’s work, his 
dimensional use of colour and texture symbolises such bleak pain and memory, but 
memories that need to be confronted and not hidden. Physical and emotional 
engagement is key to unlocking the effects of private and public trauma. For Kiefer, 
a German gentile who addresses the Holocaust in interesting and confronting ways, 
the viewer cannot hide. He refuses to be a denier, quite the opposite. His work 
screams at the viewer. Kiefer is brave in his monumental depictions of trauma, and I 
am grateful for it. When a non-Jew saved many Jews during the Holocaust, they 
were given the title of being a ‘Righteous Amongst the Nations’9 for doing such a 
heroic act. Kiefer has become a Post-Righteous man by producing such work. 
 
Boltanski’s work also displays layers through his use of the technique of 
rephotographing existing images that end up being blurred, but not forgotten. His 
own strange life, having a Jewish father who hid under the floorboards of the family 
home to escape the Nazis obviously had an impact on his life and in turn on the 
diverse work he has produced throughout his life. His works are powerful and 
intense. 
 
9 Yad Vashem was established to perpetuate the memory of the six million Jewish victims of the 
Holocaust. One of Yad Vashem’s principal duties is to convey the gratitude of the State of Israel and 
the Jewish people to non-Jews who risked their lives to save Jews during the Holocaust. This mission 
was defined by the law establishing Yad Vashem, and in 1963 the Remembrance Authority embarked 
upon a worldwide project to grant the title of Righteous Among the Nations to the few who helped 
Jews in the darkest time in their history. To this end, Yad Vashem set up a public Commission, 
headed by a Supreme Court Justice, which examines each case and is responsible for granting the title. 
Those recognised receive a medal and a certificate of honour and their names are commemorated on 
the Mount of Remembrance in Jerusalem. https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous/about-the- 
program.html 
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For me, practice-led research was the key in allowing trauma to perform, through the 
use of memory strategies, in order to gain a better understanding of what my father 
went through and in turn my own second generational trauma. Bolt is correct when 
she writes that the materials and processes are not just passive objects, but that they 
have their own intelligence and interact with the artist’s creative intelligence (Bolt 
2016). Many of the materials that I worked with had a life of their own, triggering 
the senses. I was able to work with them and allow them to perform the unspeakable 
feelings of trauma. Writing alone would not have produced the same result. We all 
connect to art works, and a picture is worth a thousand words as is commonly said. 
We all see differently, our life experiences being so varied. 
 
In the end, the reflective thinking has produced more questions. There will be no 
definitive answers. The memory strategies are cathartic and yet memory and grief 
continue, albeit sporadically. 
 
I continue to write, reflect and ponder. 
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Appendix: My father’s story. 
EARLY LIFE 
Walter Fuerst was born in Vienna in Kaisermuehlen on the 7th December 1920. Ten 
days after his birth, his mother died of septicaemia because the midwife did not wash 
her hands. Another midwife, known as a wet nurse, took over the responsibility of 
feeding him with her own breast milk, but soon it was found out that she diluted her 
milk with water. This resulted in Walter being a sickly youth, prone to illnesses, 
which he suffered from periodically for the rest of his life. 
 
During his early years, the facts surrounding his mother’s death were kept from him 
by his parents, for reasons his parents refused to reveal. The mystery was eventually 
solved for him by his older brother, Victor, who informed him of the reason. Walter 
knew his mother had been a concert pianist, but his father forbade anyone to touch 
the piano, and the last music she played was still left in place on the piano for years 
after her death. He did this as a sign of respect for his wife, whom he loved and 
adored. Walter’s mother had an identical twin sister, Cecily, whom he saw very little 
of, including all her family members as his step-mother absolutely forbade him to 
have contact with any of them, the reason for which was never revealed. So Walter 
grew up vaguely knowing about all these people to whom he was related. But his 
brother was a smart young man, and occasionally the two brothers would go ‘for 
long walks’ and visit their aunt. Walter had said he had no idea what his mother 
looked like and his aunt Cecily told him, 
‘You want to know how your mother looked? Just look at me, we were identical.’ 
Tragically, Cecily and many members and extended members of the family all died 
in Auschwitz. 
 
During his primary school years, his nanny took him to school in the first district in 
Hegel Gasse. The school was an expensive primary school. In those days and 
especially in Viennese culture, a very formal atmosphere prevailed in the classroom. 
Children were addressed by their surnames and had to address the teacher as Herr 
Professor. However, that did not prevent children from behaving like children, and 
naturally most of them had no intention of sitting there like stuffed dummies. Walter 
was a rather cheeky little boy who loved to get up to typical naughty boy antics. One 
such prank he performed was to dip the plaits of the girl sitting on the desk in front 
of him into the ink well. When she felt her hair being touched, her natural reaction 
was to shake her head, resulting in a shower of ink flicked around the room. Walter 
thought this was hilarious and was duly punished. 
 
However, Walter was a very social and popular student at school, and carried this 
quality throughout his life, making many friends and pleasant acquaintances along 
the way. 
 
PARENTS AND BROTHER 
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After his mother died, his father, Oscar, observed the obligatory Jewish year of 
mourning and married a woman who became his children’s step mother. This match 
had been arranged by a professional ‘matchmaker’ and turned out to be a most 
successful union. Oscar’s new wife literally ‘worshipped the ground that he walked 
on’ and their love was deep and lasting. She actually denied herself having children 
for fear of favouring her own above Oscar’s. Unfortunately acrimony developed 
between Victor and herself due to one simple incident early in their lives together. 
Walter believed this happened when she was introduced to them, and Victor, just a 
little boy of four, looked at her and said, ‘You’re not my mummy!’. This was quite a 
natural reaction for a child, deprived of his own loving mother and suddenly faced 
with a strange woman, introduced by his father as his new mother. Unfortunately 
Cecilia, as Walter recounted, being unfamiliar with the basic principles of child 
psychology, could not cope with this reaction, and developed an immediate dislike 
for Victor. A perpetual enmity existed between the two of them, making Victor’s life 
miserable on many occasions, which again prevailed for years thereafter. This 
resulted in her favouring Walter, pouring out all her motherly love upon him and 
spoiling him to capacity. If Walter wanted chocolate instead of eating his greens, 
that’s what he got. If he did not receive his demand forthwith, he soon found that by 
throwing a tantrum, the situation rapidly turned in his favour. 
 
Oscar inherited the family business of wholesale and retail liquor. Walter was not 
allowed to work there because of the growing political situation in 1938, when anti- 
Semitism was rife and the economy was in a bad state. Hitler had declared that this 
was all the Jews’ fault. Many solicitors were out of work, and therefore his father 
would not allow him to study law. Oscar wanted him to have a trade stating ‘ a trade 
has a golden future’, and that his son would always be able to get work anywhere. 
 
In his mid-teens, Walter was apprenticed to an upholsterer, but instead of training 
him for the trade, the company, which had about 30 employees, apparently thought 
him to be a most reliable and honest young man and used him to do their banking 
and work in their administration office. He was trusted with huge amounts of money, 
which he was required to deliver to various banks. This suited Walter as he 
thoroughly disliked learning the trade. 
 
His father’s belief after the ascent of Hitler, was that he was a big noise and not 
much more. Walter’s brother Victor, however, apparently had a more discerning 
view, probably due to his social activities and contacts in Vienna, and saw the danger 
that would be coming after Hitler took over Vienna. Victor warned Walter to leave. 
After Germany occupied Austria in 1938, Walter found his way to Belgium. 
 
WALTER IN BELGIUM. 
Walter fled illegally from the Germans en route to Belgium. He related how he had 
to cross a flowing river, with the water, in parts, nearly up to his neck, and carrying a 
small suitcase above his head, containing all his worldly possessions. As soon as he 
got to the other side, he and his two travelling companions were greeted by the 
German border police, and were straight away sent back to Aachen where they spent 
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the night in a prison. Walter was not yet eighteen years old at the time, which was 
the reason that he was not sent to Buchenwald or Dachau for that offence. 
 
Back in Vienna, he was introduced to a man who helped people to escape by 
charging them an exorbitant fee and Walter eventually arrived in Brussels. As he was 
an illegal immigrant without any official documents, Walter and his mate used to 
wander around the streets of Belgium, trying not to be noticed, strolling around the 
big department stores, posing as customers and doing their best not to be noticed by 
the police. At night they often slept in haystacks and other inconspicuous places to 
keep out of notice of prying eyes. This went on for a few months. Walter registered 
with the Jewish agency there as an asylum seeker and soon got a permit to go to 
England, where he found himself in the ‘Kitchener Camp’ as a prisoner and then as 
an internee, having been classed as a German and an ‘enemy alien’, not a Jewish 
refugee, as Austria was occupied by Germany. Walter was seventeen. 
 
Back in Vienna, it became obvious that Hitler was there to stay and persecution 
against Jews started to increase. Oscar and his wife escaped illegally to Belgium, six 
months after Walter had left, and were both transported to France. For reasons 
unknown to Walter, his parents were separated. His mother was sent to a women’s 
camp in France and was released at the end of the war. By this time Walter was in 
Australia and arranged to have her brought over, where she spent the rest of her life. 
Oscar was caught by the Nazis and together with thousands of other Jews, was 
transported to Auschwitz. No more was heard from him, until Walter eventually 
received an official notification that his father had been murdered by the Nazis in 
Auschwitz. 
 
Back in Melbourne, Walter’s mother, Cecilia, was bitterly unhappy. She missed her 
husband and her lifestyle in Vienna. She openly spoke of willing herself to die and 
after a few years she passed away, never happy in the country that gave her freedom. 
 
VICTOR’S JOURNEY 
Victor also found his way to Belgium and was fortunate in eventually obtaining a 
permit to go to Uruguay, South America. In Uruguay, Victor worked in the Austrian 
Consulate and eventually worked up to the position of Vice Consulate. He pleaded 
with his brother to ‘leave the old’, referring to their step mother, and to move to 
Uruguay, where Victor would have provided Walter with an apartment and where he 
could have lived the life of a prince. But Walter was loyal to his stepmother and 
remained with her and Mathilde, his wife, in Melbourne. 
 
Victor’s life in Uruguay was in stark contrast to that of his brother in Melbourne. He 
was a real party boy, who was a regular at the night clubs in Uruguay. Victor was 
very popular with women and his first marriage was to a German woman whom he 
had known only briefly. This turned out to be a disaster and she left him. Victor’s 
second wife was a dancer, who led a wild life with Victor who by then was running a 
night club. Victor came home one night to find his wife dead in bed, having been 
murdered. The crime never being solved. However, the universe blessed Victor and 
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his third marriage to Olly was a long and successful one. Olly passed away not long 
before Victor who died in his mid-nineties. 
 
THE HMT DUNERA 
Walter heard about ships taking ‘friendly aliens’ to Canada and Australia and jumped 
at the chance to go somewhere, he didn’t care where. He was directed to go to the 
now famous ‘Dunera’, where he with 2540 other refugees escaped the Nazis. This 
included 2000 male Jewish refugees, 200 Italian POW’s and 250 German Nazis. The 
voyage lasted 57 days. The ship was overcrowded, its capacity being 1600. The 
refugees suffered the most appalling abuse and conditions from the British soldiers, 
returnees from Dunkirk, who had been assigned to look after them. Walter was 
confined on the lowest deck and the men there were only allowed up to exercise for a 
few minutes each morning. Churchill later described this episode as a ‘deplorable 
mistake’. (Churchill, quoted in the Dunera Association 2018) 
The Jewish refugees were initially categorised as ‘enemy aliens’, but this was a 
terrible blunder as they were refugees from Hitler’s terror and in no way supported 
Germany’s war. When the mistake was realised, the soldier guards were either not 
advised of this or took no notice and the refugees continued to be abused. The 
refugees were horded into the hold, living in appalling conditions as well as the 
accompanying problems with hygiene. Some slept on hammocks and others just on 
the bare boards of the ship. Walter managed to find himself a place at the bottom of 
the stairs near the toilets, which were always overflowing, to which he had to go 
frequently with his ongoing stomach problems. The soldiers treated them like 
POW’s, abusing them both verbally and physically. They grabbed their watches, 
jewellery and any other items of value. Most alarming was the way the soldiers 
forced open the refugees suitcases, stealing items and throwing overboard precious 
documents such as birth certificates, passports etc. Walter carried his ID and other 
precious documents in his underwear at all times and succeeded in preserving them 
for his entry into his new homeland: Australia. On one occasion a U-boat torpedoed 
the Dunera, but fortunately the missile passed under the hull, exploding nearby and 
literally lifted the ship out of the water, to which it returned, as Walter remembered 
it, with a huge ‘plunk’! 
 
EARLY EXPERIENCES IN AUSTRALIA 
The Dunera arrived in Sydney on the 6th September 1940 and Walter was now 20 
years old. The Dunera Boys were first interned in Hay and Orange in NSW and 
eventually moved to Tatura, Victoria. The Hay POW camp was constructed in 1940. 
The first arrivals were 2036 German and Austrian-Jewish refugees who had fled the 
Nazis. They were placed alongside 451 Germans and Italian POWs, many of whom 
were pro-Nazi and Fascists. 
 
While awaiting release, the Dunera Boys developed a rich cultural and intellectual 
program at their camp giving concerts and establishing an unofficial university. The 
small group of strictly orthodox Jews also managed to organise a kosher kitchen. 
After a period of time, the injustice of their situation was realised and they were 
discharged from the camp. They were given the choice to either join the Australian 
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Army or return to England. Walter chose to join the army and received Australian 
naturalisation, which gave him permanent residency in Australia. To Walter, this was 
a golden opportunity. 
 
Walter was a very good looking young man, so much so, that his army photograph 
was used to advertise the Australian Army for two years in Flinders Street Station in 
Melbourne. What an irony, an Austrian Jew being the poster boy for the army. 
Walter served in the Australian Army for 15 months before receiving a medical 
discharge due to stomach ulcers that he suffered. He made friends in the army who 
had also been persecuted by the Nazis and even became an unofficial barber cutting 
his mates hair. 
 
Initially treated as a scandal, the story today is a significant chapter in the history of 
Jewish migration to Australia. 900 of the 2,000 Dunera Boys stayed in Australia and 
became proud and loyal citizens. Among them were intellectuals, economists and 
artists, all of whom made significant contributions to the emerging multicultural 
Australian society. The repatriation of the POW’s was carried out in 1946 and the 
camp was dismantled in 1947. 
 
BUSINESS AND FAMILY. 
On the 11th January 1943, Walter married a German Jewish girl, named Mathilde 
Bontschek. The wedding took place in St. Kilda Hebrew congregation officiated by 
Rabbi Danglow, a very well known personality in Melbourne. He was also Grand 
Lodge Chaplain of Freemasons Victoria. 
 
The marriage had many ups and downs. Mathilde and Walter came from very 
different backgrounds. Walter was a very social man, the life of the party. Mathilde 
was a far more solitary person. For years Walter was active in business together with 
his wife. Firstly, as a manufacturer of gloves. Mathilde was considered the best glove 
cutter in Melbourne. However the market was soon flooded with cheap imports that 
they could not compete with. They moved into the clothing industry making skirts 
and blouses for companies such as Myers. Then Walter decided to make a complete 
switch and bought a run-down milk bar, which, with his wife’s help, he was most 
successful in improving. He did this by employing the most basic of good business 
procedures, namely the takings into the maximum of stock the shop could hold. 
Walter always appeared daily in starched white coats smiling and courteously 
wooing the customers to enjoy their shopping experience. After a period of time, he 
sold the first milk bar at a considerable profit and proceeded to duplicate the 
operation in another with the same result. 
 
In 1945, his son Norman Alexander Fuerst was born. A wonderful time in Walter’s 
life that came to an abrupt and tragic end. At the age of 15, Norman contracted the 
flu and was taken to hospital where a tracheotomy was performed. Whilst in hospital 
he contracted Golden Staph and died in 1959. In 1957, a daughter was born, Robyn 
Barbara Fuerst. The younger sister of Norman, who never knew her brother. Both 
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Walter and Mathilde were devastated over the death of their son, their marriage 
becoming more and more untenable. 
 
Walter was a devout practicing Jew, but he found no answers to his questions from 
the rabbis. He and Mathilde went on a spiritual journey trying to contact their son 
and gain a richer understanding of life and life after death. They briefly experienced 
various aspects of Spiritualism, but this did not console them. 
 
WALTER’S CONVERSION 
During his time at Capitol Business Agents, Walter’s boss introduced him to the 
principles and beliefs held by Christianity. Walter started attending church and after 
a while accepted the Christian doctrines and finally felt the peace had craved. Not 
long after this, Walter met a young Jewish convert named Stuart Leigh. They formed 
a friendship and worked in business together for many years. In the end Stuart 
became Walter’s carer, looking after him when Walter contracted macular 
degeneration and became more frail. 
 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BENCH 
During his work life, Walter was offered the opportunity to serve the public in the 
honorary capacity of Commissioner for Affidavits, and shortly afterwards he was 
appointed a Justice of the Peace. In those days, JPs were able to sit on the bench as 
Honorary Magistrates, and Walter offered his services. He sat once a week in the 
Second Division of the Elsternwick Magistrates Court, eventually becoming 
Chairman, a position he occupied for ten years. He served the community as a JP for 
30 years. This was a way for Walter to learn about the law and participate in some 
way. Due to the Nazis, the opportunity for him to study Law was taken away from 
him. Walter had a busy work life, running three real estate offices and attending 
court once a week. At 65, he retired, but life only got busier. 
 
DIVORCE AND AFTER. 
After some 21 years of marriage, with many ups and downs, Mathilde filed for 
divorce, which in due course, after an aggravating court case, came to pass. Divorce 
at this time was not a common thing. But strangely enough, subsequent to their 
divorce, Mathilde and Walter established an amicable relationship. They had a long 
history together, meeting each other during wartime. They had also had two children 
together. Mathilde came to rely on Walter for all kinds of support and he was always 
there to give it. When she was diagnosed with bone cancer, Walter was her biggest 
support, even though she had several brothers and sisters. Mathilde died within three 
months on the 16th March 1997. 
 
The messy court case involving their divorce and custody of Robyn was a very 
stressful time for all involved. Walter and Robyn had met a couple through the 
church they attended and became close friends. However Margaret Bradfield was to 
play a significant role in their lives as she took on the mother figure for Robyn. 
Margaret picked up Robyn every day from school and stayed with Robyn until she 
went to bed. This was a condition of the custody, that a female presence was in the 
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house for Robyn. Walter was usually able to get home and prepare dinner for this 
unusual sort of extended family. So although Robyn did not have a traditional 
family, she was surrounded by loving friends and her father who all fulfilled 
different roles in her life. 
 
RAMABAI MUKTI MISSION AND OTHER CHARITIES 
Walter was always interested in helping people and he became involved with a 
mission in India that rescued abandoned girls. This mission was founded over 100 
years ago in Kedgaon near Poona and was self-sufficient, providing food and 
education for the girls that lived there. Walter was Chairman of the Australian 
Council of the Pandita Ramambai Mukti mission for seventeen years and visited 
India twice to see the mission at work and provide support. Walter was a foundation 
member for the Christian Foundation for the Blind as well as being involved with the 
Voice of the Martyrs. 
 
CREATIVITY. 
At the age of 50, Walter started painting lessons. He had always wanted to do this, 
but never had the time. He started oil painting with a local artist, Susan Nette, but 
moved on to classes with an artist by the name of Reshid Bey, a member of the 
Twenty Melbourne Painters Society. Bey was trained in the style of Max Meldrum, a 
Scottish artist living in Melbourne, who was the founder of Australian Tonalism. 
Walter thoroughly enjoyed these classes and produced a large body of work. The 
walls of the family home were covered with his paintings. Walter exhibited from 
time to time at the Rotary Show and at private soirees at Bey’s studio. He loved 
painting and sold many of his works as well as giving them as gifts to friends. 
Although his favourite subject matter was still life, Walter did paint en-plein-air, 
even going on trips to places such as the Flinders Ranges to paint the beautiful 




Walter enjoyed travelling and loved the sun. He regularly took holidays up north to 
Queensland, especially to Surfers Paradise. When Robyn was 15 years old, Walter 
took her overseas to see the world. They were away for six weeks and did much 
travelling. Walter believed that travelling was a great education for Robyn. They 
visited Easter Island, Tahiti, South America, where he was reunited with his brother 
Victor after not seeing each other for 35 years. Victor and Walter reconnected and 
kept in regular contact with each other. It would be Victor who would make Walter 
aware of his entitlement to restitution from Austria as he was a victim of the Nazi 
Holocaust. This financial restitution allowed Walter to have a very comfortable 
retirement. Walter was always grateful to his brother for this. Robyn and Walter 
spent a wonderful week with Victor and his wife Olly in their city apartment and at 
their beach house. It was like being in Melbourne, weatherwise, as Montevideo was 
on the same latitude. It even had gum trees. After South America, Walter took Robyn 
to Europe, to his beloved Vienna. They had Sachertorte, schnitzel and all the 
wonderful foods that could be devoured in this amazing city. Walter wanted his 
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daughter to have the best experiences. He took her to the Viennese Horse Riding 
school to see the Lipizaner horses perform. At 15, Robyn had her first experience of 
Opera in Vienna. Walter had booked a private box for the two of them. They went on 
to visit Zurich, Paris, Salzburg and then onto London. After London, they flew to 
New York and Los Angeles, where they reconnected with more of Walter’s family. 
On the way home, they stopped off in Fiji and enjoyed a mini tropical break before 
arriving in Melbourne. Over the years Walter continued to travel, to places such as 
Singapore, India and Israel. 
 
When his granddaughter was thirteen years old, Walter took the family to Vienna. 
He was eighty-four years old and it would be his last time to visit his family and his 
beloved Vienna. It would be his granddaughter’s first trip overseas. Robyn took 
Alexandra to see Shonbrunn where Walters parents had danced for the Kaiser as they 
had a reputation for being superb ball room dancers. Alexandra was in awe of 
Shonnbrun and all its elaborate and ornate trappings of wealth and of a past era. They 
travelled to Vienna in September 2006. The weather was perfect, filled with sunny 
days. Shonnbrun’s gardens were a sight to behold. Walter took them to Hotel Sacher 
and they thoroughly enjoyed the cultural life of the city. They attended classical 
concerts at the Kursalon, where Strauss used to conduct the orchestra. Robyn and 
Alexandra travelled around the famous Ringstrasse by tram and visited 
Hunderwasser’s house and gallery as well as other museums the city boasted. 
 
KNITTING 
In his retirement Walter became interested in, of all things, knitting. He had in his 
younger years worked in fashion, making gloves and producing skirts and blouses 
for Myer. A friend at the church he attended was a knitting teacher and patiently 
taught him how to knit. Walter soon began knitting woollen squares that were sewn 
together to make rugs that were sent to orphanages in eastern Europe. A grateful 
letter was sent to Walter from a little child who was so enraptured with his new 
possession, that he did not even want to put the rug aside when entering his bath. 
When Walter’s grand daughter was born, Walter learnt how to knit little woollen 




One morning in 2001, he woke up with the sudden realisation that something was not 
right with his eyes. In fact suddenly lines of print started to wave up and down and 
areas of his vision were blurred. Walter was immediately referred by his doctor to a 
leading retinal specialist, Dr. Wilson Heriod, who after examining him advised him 
that he had contracted Macular Degeneration. There is no known cure for this 
condition and as the years went by Walter’s sight deteriorated. He received laser 
treatment, and because his condition was a ‘wet’ condition, he continued to have 
blurred periphery vision and was legally blind. Walter was fiercely independent and 
never accepted the limitations that the condition brought to his life. He would say, ‘I 
am not blind, I just cannot see.’ He was no longer able to drive, read or write, a 
source of constant frustration. 
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90 YEARS OF AGE AND BEYOND 
At 90, Walter was still going out every day for coffee, a Viennese habit he never lost. 
He used to tell the story of when he arrived in Australia and there was no coffee. 
There was a coffee substitute called chicory. He said it was revolting and thus he 
began to drink tea. 
 
He led a rich and full life; there was always something happening and it was never 
boring. Walter enjoyed the company of people; he did not like to be alone. However, 
as time went on, Walter started suffering episodes of anxiety and returned to 
Judaism. He started attending the synagogue where he and Mathilde were married 
with his daughter Robyn who had not had a Jewish upbringing. During his 94th year, 
his health deteriorated and he found getting out of the house more and more difficult 
and he often would spend most of the day in bed. However, he was resilient and 
would often bounce back and be up the next day chipper and ready to go out for 
coffee or a drive. 
 
One day in January of 2015 he woke up to find he could not walk and was admitted 
to Cabrini Hospital. Over the next ten days he slowly deteriorated and was officially 
assessed. 
 
He had vehemently tried to avoid this, as he was determined to stay and live at home. 
He admitted that he could not go home as his carer, Stuart, could no longer look after 
him. 
 
He was placed in high care and admitted on Thursday 15th January. He was bitterly 
unhappy during this time, until the day before he died. He was there for exactly one 
week and passed away on Wednesday 21st January at 6.00am, peacefully in his sleep. 
Walter Fuerst finally let go……
